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1. Introduction
We consider the second order differential system
u"(t)+{G(u(t))=e(t) (1.1)
where u: R  RN, N1, G # C1(RN, R), e: R  RN is continuous, and e is
2? periodic in t, where 2? is the least period of e. A solution u of (1.1) is
called a subharmonic if u is 2?k periodic for some integer k>1, but u is not
2?-periodic. Such a solution is called a subharmonic of order k if 2?k is the
least positive period of u.
Beginning with work of Rabinowitz [9], variational methods have been
applied to the study of the existence of more general nonautonomous
Hamiltonian systems
x$(t)=Hy(x(t), y(t), t), y$(t)=&Hx(x(t), y(t), t) (1.2)
where H: RN_RN_R  R is continuous and H( } , } , t) is of class C1.
In [9] it was shown that if H is periodic in t with period T>0, H is
strictly convex in (x, y), and other conditions hold, which imply that H is
subquadratic at infinity, i.e.,
H(z, t)|z| 2  0 as |z|  
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uniformly in t, where z=(x, y) and |z| is the Euclidean norm of z, then
there exists a sequence [zj]j=1 of solutions of (1.2) such that
max
t # R
|zj (t)|   as j  
and zj (t) is periodic with minimal period kjT where kj is an integer such
that kj   as j  .
In [2], Ekeland and Hofer considered the system (1.2) with H(z, t)
strictly convex in z, T-periodic in t, and sublinear at infinity, i.e.,
H(z, t)|z|  0 as z  
uniformly in t. They showed that for a certain class of such functions H, for
almost all functions belonging to the class, (1.2) has a sequence of solutions
[(xk(t), yk(t))]k=1 such that (xk(t), yk(t)) has kT as its minimal period.
Here ‘‘almost all’’ is to be understood in the sense of Baire.
In [8], Michalek and Tarantello considered (1.2) under the assumption
that H(z, t) is T-periodic in t, strictly convex in z, and there exist positive
constants c1 and c2 and ; with 1<;<2 such that
c1 |z|;H(z, t)c2 |z|;
for all z # R2N and t # R, then provided that another technical condition is
satisfied and the ratio c1 c2 is suitably restricted, then for any integer k1,
(1.2) has at least N distinct periodic solutions with minimal period kT.
None of these results would apply to the system (1.1) with Hamiltonian
H(x, y, t)=| y| 22+G(x)&x } e(t),
since it cannot be subquadratic at infinity. However, the system has been
studied through variational methods. For example in [3] using a combina-
tion of Rabinowitz’s saddle point theorem and results concerning the
Morse indices of certain critical points, it was shown that, in the scalar
case, if G is a strictly convex C2 function with G(0)=0, e is a nonconstant
continuous function with least period T, G(!)   and G(!)!2  0 as
|!|   and lim sup|!|  G$(!)!<(2?T )2, then for every sufficiently
large prime number p, there exists a solution up with minimal period pT.
Actually a more general system than (1.1), in which G may depend on t,
was considered in [3] and a result which implies the above-described result
was established. The saddle point theorem was used to prove similar results
for which it is not necessary that G be convex in [4], [5] and [6]. In the
latter paper a result for the scalar case was given in which it is only
necessary that G$(!) satisfies a one-sided growth condition.
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In all of the articles [4], [5], [6], conditions were given under which
(1.1) has a sequence of solutions [uk(t)]1 whose amplitudes tend to
infinity and whose minimal periods tend to infinity as k  . However, the
question of when (1.1) has a subharmonic of order k for every sufficiently
large integer k was not addressed in any of these articles.
We also mention that Ding and Zanolin [1], using a version of the
Poincare Birkhoff ‘‘twist’’ theorem showed that in the scalar case if
G satisfies a one-sided growth condition G(!)!2   as !  ,
G$(!) sgn !   as |!|   and the periods of the large amplitude solu-
tions of the autonomous system u$=v, v$=&{G(u) tend to infinity, then
for every large prime p, (1.1) has a subharmonic of order p.
In this paper we restrict our attention to systems of the form (1.1) which
possess certain symmetries. In particular we assume that {G( } ) and e( } )
are odd and we look for odd solutions which are subharmonics. We show
that if G(!)   and G(!) |!| 2  0 as |!|   and G satisfies another
condition, which is much more general than convexity, then there exists an
integer k0>0 such that for every integer kk0 there exists an odd solution
uk(t) of (1.1) which has 2?k as its minimal period.
2. Odd Subharmonics
In this section and the following one we assume that G # C1(Rn, R),
N1 satisfies the following conditions
G(&!)=G(!), \! # Rn, (2.1)
G(!)   as |!|  , (2.2)
G(!)|!| 2  0 as !  . (2.3)
Here |!| denotes the usual euclidean norm of ! # Rn. We assume that
e: R  RN is continuous,
e(t+2?)#e(t), (2.4)
where 2? is the minimal period of e, and that
e(&t)=&e(t), \t # R. (2.5)
Here we choose 2? as the least period of e for the purpose of normaliza-
tion. It should be clear that our theorems are true if 2? is replaced by any
number T>0.
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Given an integer k1, let ENk denote the set of functions u: R  R
N such
that
(i) u(t+2k?)#u(t);
(ii) u(&t)=&u(t);
(iii) the components of u are absolutely continuous on bounded
intervals and
|
k?
&k?
|u$(t)| 2 dt<.
Theorem 2.1. Let fk : ENk  R be defined by
fk(u)=|
k?
&k? _
|u$(t)| 2
2
&G(u(t))+e(t) } u(t)& dt.
For each integer k=1, 2, ..., there exists uk # ENk such that uk # C
2,
u"k(t)+{G(uk(t))=e(t), (2.6)
and
fk(uk)= min
u # E k
N
fk(u). (2.7)
Moreover,
fk(uk)k  & as k   (2.8)
and there exists an integer p0>0 such that if p is a prime and pp0 , then
2?p is the minimal period of uk .
Finally, if &uk & denotes the maximum of |uk(t)| on R, then
&uk&   as k  .
Proof. Using Fourier series, it can be shown [7, p. 9] that if u # ENk ,
then
|
k?
&k?
|u(t)| 2 dtk2 |
k?
&k?
|u$(t)| 2 dt. (2.9)
By standard results [7], it follows that ENk is a Hilbert space with inner
product
(u, v)Ek
N=|
k?
&k?
u$(t) } v$(t) dt.
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Given k=1, 2, ..., it follows from (2.3) that there exist numbers =k and dk
with 0<=k<1k2 such that
G(!)=k |!| 22+dk
for all ! # RN. Therefore setting
&u&2E k
N=|
k?
&k?
|u$(t)| 2 dt
for u # ENk , it follows from (2.9) that for u # E
N
k
fk(u) 12 (1&=kk
2)&u&2E kK&2?kdk&&e&L2 k &u&EkN ,
where for brevity we set
&e&L 2=_e_L 2[&k?, k?] .
Therefore, fk(u)   as &u&E kN  . By standard arguments [7, p. 13],
fk # C 1(ENk , R) and fk is lower semicontinuous with respect to weak
convergence so there exists uk # ENk such that (2.7) holds and f $k(uk)=0. By
a standard result [7, p. 13], the condition f $k(uk)=0 implies
|
k?
&k?
[u$k(t) } v$(t)&{G(uk(t)) } v(t)+e(t) v(t)] dt=0 (2.10)
for all v # ENk . Since (2.1) implies that {G(uk(t)) is an odd function of t,
it follows from (2.5) that (2.10) also holds if v: R  RN is any even
2?k-periodic function whose components are absolutely continuous on
bounded intervals such that |v| # L2[&k?, k?]. Therefore, by a standard
regularity result [7, p. 6], uk # C2 and (2.6) holds.
To prove (2.8) we use reasoning similar to reasoning used previously in
[4] and [6]. From (2.2) we infer the existence of a number d such that
G(!)d \! # RN. (2.11)
Also (2.2) implies that if
mk=inf[G(!) | |!|k2]
then
mk   as k  . (2.12)
Let
wk(t)=(k sin (tk), 0, ..., 0) # ENk .
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Since |wk(t)|k2 for &5k?6t&k?6 and k?6t5k?6, it follows
from (2.11) and the definition of mk , that
|
k?
&k?
G(wk(t)) dt4k?mk3+2?kd3.
We also have
|
k?
&k?
|w$k(t)| 2 dt=|
k?
&k?
cos2(tk) dt=k?.
Since (2.5) implies that e is a 2?-periodic function with mean value zero,
there exists a C1 function E, R  RN such that
E$(t)=e(t), E(t+2?)#E(t).
Setting &E&=max |E(t)| for t # R, it follows from the Schwarz inequality
that
|
k?
&k?
e(t) } wk(t)=&|
k?
&k?
E(t) } w$k(t) dt
- 2k? &E& _w$k_L 2
=- 2 k? &E& .
Therefore
fk(wk)
k
=
1
k |
k?
&k? _
|w$k(t)|2
2
&G(wk(t))+e(t) } wk(t)& dt

?
2
&
4
3
?mk&
2?d
3
+- 2 ? &E&
and so, from (2.12), we see that
fk(wk)
k
 & as k  .
Since (1k) fk(uk)(1k) fk(wk) this proves (2.8).
Let c1=f1(u1) and let p01 be an integer such that
kp0 O fk(uk)k<c1 (2.13)
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We claim that if kp0 , then uk(t) is not 2?-periodic. Assuming the
contrary, there exists kp0 such that uk # EN1 , and consequently,
fk(uk)=|
k?
&k? _
|u$k | 2
2
&G(uk)+e } uk& dt
=|
2k?
0 _
|u$k | 2
2
&G(uk)+e } uk & dt
= :
k&1
j=0
|
2( j+1)?
2j? _
|u$k | 2
2
&G(uk)+e } uk& dt
=k |
?
&? _
|u$k | 2
2
&G(uk)+e } uk& dt
=kf1(uk)kf1(u1)=kc1 ,
which contradicts (2.13). This contradiction proves the claim.
Let p be a prime with pp0 . We claim that 2?p is the minimal period
of up . If L is the minimal period of up , then from (2.6) we see that L is
a period of e and therefore, L=2?j, where j1 is an integer. Since 2?p is
a period of up , L must divide 2?p so j divides p. Since pp0 , up is not
2?-periodic and hence j=p. This proves the claim.
To prove the final assertion of Theorem 2.1, assume that, contrary to
this assertion, there exists a number m1 and a subsequence [ukj]

1 of
[uk]1 such that &ukj &m1 for j1. Clearly this implies the existence of
a number m2 such that
&G(ukj (t))+ukj (t) } e(t)m2
for j1 and t # R. Since fk j (ukj)kj2?m2 for all j1, we have a
contradiction to (2.8). This contradiction proves the final assertion of
Theorem 2.1.
3. The Main Theorem
For brevity we set
g(!)={G(!), ! # RN.
In this section in addition to the conditions (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3), we
assume that
%G(!)g(!) } !+b, \! # RN, (3.1)
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where % and b are constants with
0<%<2. (3.2)
Theorem 3.1. If G satisfies conditions (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and (3.1), then
there exists an integer k0>0 such that if kk0 and uk is as in Theorem 2.1,
then 2?k is the minimal period of uk .
Before proving Theorem 3.1 we make some observations about the
condition (3.1).
(a) In order that the condition (3.1) be consistent with condition
(2.3) it is necessary that %<2. In fact, if (2.3) and (3.1) hold and %>0 then
if !0 {0
d
dt
G(t!0)
t%
=
t%&1g(t!0) } (t!0)&%t%&1G(t!0)
t2%

&b
t%+1
,
so
d
dt _
G(t!0)
t%
&
b
%t%&0.
Because of (2.2) we can choose t0>0 so large that
G(t0!0)&b%&1
t%0
>0.
The last but one inequality therefore implies that limt  G(t!0)t%>0 and
we see from (2.3) that it is necessary that %<2.
(b) The condition
0s1, ! # RN O g(s!) } !g(!) } !
means that G is convex along any ray through the origin and implies that
condition (3.1) holds with %=1. In fact, if this condition holds, then for
! # RN
G(!)=G(0)+|
1
0
g(s!) } ! ds
G(0)+g(!) } !.
(c) However, it is not necessary that G be convex along rays through
the origin if (3.1) holds as the following example shows.
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Let N=1 and
g(!)=
!
- 1+!2
+
sin !5
1+!2
.
If G$(!)=g(!) and G(0)=0, then
G(!)=- 1+!2+bounded term
=
!2
- 1+!2
+bounded term
=g(!) } !+bounded term.
Therefore (3.1) holds with %=1. However,
lim inf
!  
g$(!)=&.
So G is not convex.
To prove Theorem 3.1 we first prove the following
Lemma 3.2. If the conditions of Theorem 3.1 hold, then
lim
k  
1
k |
k?
&k?
|u$k(t)| 2 dt=.
Proof. From (2.6) we have
&u"k(t) } uk(t)&g(uk(t)) } uk(t)=&uk(t) } e(t).
Integrating from &k? to k? and using the 2k?-periodicity of uk we obtain
|
k?
&k?
|u$k(t)| 2 dt=|
k?
&k?
g(uk(t)) } uk(t) dt&|
k?
&k?
uk(t) } e(t) dt.
Therefore, from (3.1),
|
k?
&k?
|u$k(t)| 2 dt+2k?b% |
k?
&k?
G(uk(t)) dt&|
k?
&k?
uk(t) } e(t) dt
=% _|
k?
&k?
|u$k(t)| 2
2
dt+|
k?
&k?
uk(t) } e(t) dt&fk(uk)&
&|
k?
&k?
uk(t) } e(t) dt.
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Setting
rk=\1k |
k?
&k?
|u$k(t)| 2 dt+
12
(3.3)
and observing that
} |
k?
&k?
uk(t) } e(t) dt }= } |
k?
&k?
u$k(t) } E(t) dt }
\|
k?
&k?
|u$k(t)| 2 dt+
12
&E& - 2k?
=krk &E& - 2?,
It follows from the above that
_1&%2& r2k+|1&%|&E& - 2? rk+2?b&
%
k
fk(uk).
Since 0<%<2 and &1kfk(uk)   as k  , we see that rk   as
k   which proves the lemma.
To conclude the proof of Theorems 3.1, we use
Lemma 3.3. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. There exists a
number M>0 independent of k such that
minimal period of uk<2?k O rk<M. (3.4)
Since rk   as k  , this will imply the existence of k0 such that if
k is an integer with kk0 , then uk has 2?k as its minimal period and the
proof of Theorem 3.1 will be complete.
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Suppose k1 is an integer and that 2?k is not
the least period of uk . Let L be the minimal period of uk . From (2.6) we
see that L is a period of e so L=2?j where j is an integer. Since L must
divide 2?k, k=jh where h2 is an integer.
If
w(t)#uk(th), (3.5)
then w(t+2?k)=uk((th)+2?j)=uk(th)=w(t) and w(&t)= &w(t).
Hence, w # ENk so
fk(uk)fk(w). (3.6)
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From (3.5) and an obvious change of variable, we have that
|
k?
&k?
G(w(t)) dt=h |
j?
&j?
G(uk(s)) ds. (3.7)
Since G(uk(s)) is 2?j-periodic, we see that if i is any integer, then
|
j?
&j?
G(uk(s)) ds=|
2?(i+1)j
2?ij
G(uk(s)) ds. (3.8)
Since, by 2?k periodicity of G(uk(t)), we have that
|
k?
&k?
G(uk(t)) dt=|
2?k
0
G(uk(t)) dt= :
h&1
i=0
|
2?(i+1)j
2?ij
G(uk(t)) dt,
it follows from (3.7) and (3.8) that
|
k?
&k?
G(w(t)) dt=|
k?
&k?
G(uk(t)) dt. (3.9)
From (3.5) it follows that
|
k?
&k?
|w$(t)| 2 dt=
1
h2 |
k?
&k?
|u$k(th)|2 dt. (3.10)
Since
|
k?
&k?
|u$k(th)| 2 dt=h |
j?
&j?
|u$k(s)| 2 ds,
and u$(s) is 2?j-periodic, the same argument that led from (3.7) to (3.9)
shows that
|
k?
&k?
|u$k(th)| 2 dt=|
k?
&k?
|u$k(t)| 2 dt.
Therefore, from (3.6), (3.9), and (3.10) we obtain
|
k?
&k? _
|u$k(t)| 2
2
&G(uk(t))+uk(t) } e(t)& dt
|
k?
&k? _
w$(t)| 2
2
&G(w(t))+w(t) } e(t)& dt
=
1
h2 |
k?
&k?
|u$k(t)| 2
2
dt&|
k?
&k?
G(uk(t)) dt+|
k?
&k?
uk(th) } e(t) dt.
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and consequently, since h2,
kr2k=|
k?
&k?
|u$k(t)| 2 dt
8
3 |
k?
&k?
(uk(th)&uk(t)) } e(t) dt. (3.11)
We compute
|
k?
&k?
uk(th) } e(t) dt=|
k?
&k?
1
h
u$k(th) } E(t) dt
=&|
j?
&j?
u$k(s) } E(hs) ds
- 2?j &E& \|
j?
&j?
|u$k(s)| 2 ds+
12
(- 2?j &E& - k) rk- 2? &E& krk .
Similarly (see argument following (3.3))
&|
k?
&k?
uk(t) } e(t) dt=|
k?
&k?
u$k(t) } E(t) dt- 2? &E& krk .
So from (3.11) we infer that
kr2k
16
3 &E& - 2? krk .
Hence rk<M where M= 163 &E& - 2?. Since M is independent of k this
proves (3.4) and by earlier remarks Theorem 3.1 is proved.
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